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Arrival of foreign banks and expansion of foreign capital presence is an objective 
process in the conditions of globalization and openness of economy. A debatable moment 
is a degree of this presence. Foreigners coming to the Ukrainian market contributed 
unpredictably strong growth in demand for banking services, lack of competition, the 
weakness of national banks, high inflation, causing it difficult to attract cheap resources for 
Ukrainian banks.

During the period from January 2001 to September 2012 the number of operating 
banks in Ukraine increased from 153 to 176. During this period, the number of banks with 
foreign capital has significantly increased – from 22 to 55, including banks with 100 % of 
foreign capital – from 7 to 23 banks. The share of foreign capital in the authorized capital of 
banks increased from 13,3 % in January 2001 to 42,9 % in September 2012 [4].

We can distinguish three categories of banks at the European banking market. The 
first group contains international giants, whose assets amount to trillions of Euro. These are 
UBS (Switzerland), whose assets amount to 1,121 billion Euro, HSBC (UK) – 936 billion 
Euro, BNP Paribas (France) – 906 billion Euro and others. The second category includes 
regional groups with assets of 200 billion Euro (for example, Raiffeisen International, Erste 
bank). The third category includes local banks [5, p.144]. While the most interest to the 
Ukrainian market find representatives of two others – those who are unable to make a 
purchase in Western Europe.

In world practice the following main stages of foreign capital attraction in the 
banking sector are distinguished: entry, intensive penetration, gaining control, filling and 
entering new markets.

First stage – entry – is characterized by low share of foreign capital in the bank 
sector of country-recipient. Foreign investments in bank activity are carried out rarely, as a 
rule, with the purpose to study the market, evaluate internal yield, adapt to the mentality and 
regional features of functioning banks. At this stage, foreign banks are mainly created for the 
purpose to provide financial services for the development of foreign business of export and 
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import character, to service their clients.

The second stage – intensive penetration – is characterized by a rapid increase of 
foreign capital in the bank system in a short period of time. The transition to this stage is the 
result of the market study, selection of the most profitable areas, the absence of international 
standards for banking regulation. Taking into account that abroad banks are subject to 
strong regulatory control, liberal licensing and easy process of privatization is attractive to 
foreign banks and create favorable conditions for their mass entering the financial market 
of the country-recipient.

The third stage – gain control – is characterized by a significant concentration of 
foreign capital in the banking sector of the country-recipient. At this stage, foreign banks 
move from the financial supporting of foreign companies to providing consumer loans and 
mass covering the country-recipient’s bank market.

Fourth stage – filling and entering new markets – is characterized by significant 
control by foreign banks of financial, industrial and consumer sectors, the influence on 
political decisions and determine the level of social welfare. For domestic banks that didn’t 
consolidate and identify areas of specialization, it is difficult to find a niche for development. 
The market is defined as the monopoly of foreign capital [6, p.102].

Attracting foreign capital in the banking system is possible by following methods:
1. Creation of banks with participation of foreign capital. 
2. Creation of subsidiary banks. 
3. Opening of branches or representative offices of foreign banks. 
4. Output of banks to the markets of foreign borrowing. 
5. Placing of Eurobond loans on foreign markets [1, p. 16].
Domestic researchers identify three models of selling domestic banks: full sale, 

common business and portfolio sale. Full sale involves the transfer of all interests to new 
shareholders together with the bank management. Common business is realized by banks, 
which need to attract foreign capital to solve internal problems: increasing their credit 
capacity, maintaining positions in financial markets, satisfaction the needs of top-clients. A 
portfolio sale is used by small and middle banks by a sale of the small share holdings to the 
foreigners [3, p.97].

In the future, residents will have even more opportunities to invest in the domestic 
economy. Therefore it is necessary to develop a set of constraints in attracting foreign capital 
in the banking system, not to lose the ability to manage the financial sector and the economy 
as a whole. Among these measures can be identified [2, p.45]:

1) to ensure no concentration of foreign capital on one of the segments of 
the banking market to limit the possibilities of its further monopolization using the National 
Bank of Ukraine’s regulations;

2) to ensure the transparency of sources of external investment in the 
banking system, which would be confirmed by rating agencies with high reputation, in 
order to reduce the outflow of large amounts of capital in the case of speculative tendencies 
of the movement in the international financial markets;

3) to develop the system of measures, which are directed on bringing the 
newest technologies of bank business, new services, products, software by foreign capital, 
that would encourage domestic banks to increase the level of services on competition 
principles.
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Thus, the growing presence of foreign capital in the bank sector of Ukraine in 
the clearly analyzed and consistently implemented strategy for its admission, based on the 
balance of national interests and the interests of foreign investors will be able to improve the 
competitiveness of the banking system and the economy as a whole.
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